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Fit the wheels the professionals use
Compomotive is an iconic brand name in the world of motorsport and is
first choice for many professional drivers in over 60 countries worldwide. The
reliability and technical excellence of Compomotive Motorsport Wheels has
contributed to drivers and teams winning more than 300 championships in
recent years.
It is important to remember that all Compomotive Motorsport Wheels are
designed and manufactured entirely to one uncompromising standard in our
advanced production facility in Wolverhampton England. This means that the
wheels you buy are exactly the same wheels that the professionals rely on to put
down the power and to win worldwide.
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New for 2010
ML13 B - New ML 13” with Gravel
specification block rim form and
increased range.

CXR1571 - New CXR 15” now available
in 5 stud fitments and improved brake
caliper clearance.

Heritage
Bill Dixon founded Compomotive in 1973,
the same year that the FIA inaugurated
the World Rally Championship (WRC) for
manufacturers.
It was not until 1979 that there was a rally
driver’s championship! The first winner
being Bjorn Waldergard.

in the best technology, backed by
unmatched design and production
know-how, still a family company and
unrivalled at producing specialist bespoke
performance wheels for competition and
road requirements.

It was the era when Jacky Stewart was the
F1 champion and Bernie Eccleston owned
the Brabham Team. The popular road
car was the Ford Capri topped by the RS
3100 version, and the fabulous looking
and performing Lancia Stratos was on
everyone’s wish list.
The Compomotive story continues today,
with thirty-seven years of investment

Roger Moore as James Bond in the 1981 film ‘For your eyes only’
with his Lotus Esprit Turbo. Compomotive CX500 3 piece wheels.

Bespoke wheel design & production for motorsport, road and classic cars
Experience, design and production
flexibility, technical excellence and
a winning formula. Some of the
reasons why leading motorsport teams
worldwide, rely on Compomotive
motorsport wheels.
Continuous investment in the
Compomotive Technology System™ (CTS),
at the company’s world class production
plant in the UK, is backed by enthusiastic
experienced staff.
Compomotive has unrivalled ability to
provide fast reaction to satisfy the most
critical demands of motorsport teams
and compliance with the changing

requirements in specification for world
competition requirements. Producing
wheels to conform to the most stringent
world testing standards.
Such is the reputation of Compomotive
that major world car manufacturers
consult the company to design and
produce prototype wheels for new
vehicles at the development and testing
stage, to set future production standards.
Compomotive collaborate with classic
car clubs and organisations worldwide to
produce bespoke replacement wheels for
cherished vehicles. Contact us for details
of this service.

Designed and made in the UK

Strength is more than skin deep

z The latest innovations in inner rim
technology mean safety and reliability.
z Perfect casting uniformity from state of
the art CNC die production machine.
z Castings tested in purpose built
spectrograph and x-ray equipment.
z Pressure testing ensures each wheel is
guaranteed not to be porous.
z Manufactured from the finest quality
primary grade aluminium alloy, heattested to optimum hardness to ductility
ratio – quality and excellence assured.

z Finished in purpose built paint plant
with multi stage pre-treatment
providing a perfect key for the durable
powder paint finish.
z CNC wheel turning and drilling
capability sets industry standards,
enabling us to also produce specialist
and prototype wheels in individual and
batch quantities.
z Wheels are independently tested and
certificated to ensure the optimum
strength to weight ratio is achieved.
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